THE ART OF LANDSCAPE DESIGN

Crimes Against Trees (Palms Too) - Part II
Tips on tree selection, planting and establishment were provided
in Issue I, 2009. If you missed it, you can find the information
at www.hortusoasis.corn, under the What's New tab. Following
those tips will get a tree off to a good start. Now, how do you
keep it healthy when there are so many ways to stunt a tree's
growth or shorten its life?
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This is crape murder. Don't do it!

Tree trunks are the corridor for the transport of nutrients, and
stored sugars between roots and foliage . Since trunk wounds
are entry points for diseases, do not nail, screw, or staple
anything into a tree. Tree trunks like to stay dry and the
mounding of soil or mulch against them may cause diseases.
Do not install raised beds around trees but do maintain a mulch
area around trunks so mowing equipment and string trimmers
can give them a wide berth.
Imagine a look below ground where you would see that tree
roots may easily extend to double the width of the overhead
canopy. Do not add soil on top of the roots or compact the soil
over them since that starves the tree of oxygen. Most tree roots
are in the top 12 - 18 inches of soil so minimize trenching which
slices through most of the roots. Instead tunnel when installing
utilities. The cutting of oak tree roots may cause them to
continually sprout. Instead of planting in the root zone, place
planted containers on the ground surrounded by mulch or
install plants grown in small containers that fit between the
roots. Do not allow workers to dump any
chemicals or paints on the ground. Tree roots
and our aquifer deserve better.
LEFT: Prune the branch away from the trunk,
where the branch collar ends.
SELOW: Ouch! This cut was made inside the
branch collar, creating a wound that won't heal.
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unless it's to correct defects such
as parallel or crossing stems.
Research shows heavy trimming
does not increase blooming. A
mature lightly trimmed crape
myrtle is truly a thing of beauty.

Crimes Against Trees
Trimming is serious business and
when done improperly will
compromise a tree's health. Tree
branches have branch collars at
the point where the branch
attaches to the trunk. The collar
is often visible as a slight swollen
ridge under the branch. When a
branch is removed the collar's
special cells allows the cut to heal
over. Always trim branches just
beyond the collar. If in doubt
make the cut further out. The
wound will never heal if you cut
inside the collar by making a
flush cut in line with the trunk.
The topping of a tree (hat racking)
is a quick way to cause its death.
A tree canopy can be thinned but
don't overdo it so the foliage only
remains at the branch tips. This
is called lion tailing and it may
destabilize the tree in high winds.

-

There is even a caveat when trim
ming palms. Palms need living
fronds to generate energy so don't
remove green fronds. Hurricane
cuts, where fronds are removed
leaving a V shaped head is a bad
practice that robs the tree of food
and may cause pencil pointing-a
narrowing of the trunk.

Plant a tree now to establish a
Remove those guy wires long before healthier environment for future
generations. Originally, Winter
this happens.
Park was mostly pine flatwoods
but our forefathers had the fore
sight
to plant oak trees for us. We
Do not perform or be an accessory
reaping those benefits. For
are
still
to the act of crape murder where
more
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practice pencil pruning-only trim
A
branches no thicker than a pencil
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